
Welcome to the Clubdorf in See near Ischgl!

Breath in the fresh mountain air, take in the fantastic scenery and enjoy the adrenalin rush when you 
engage in one of the many types of sports available here. Whether you are a pro or a beginner who 
finally wants to find out what all the fuss is about - here you are in good hands. Improve your skills or 
learn it all from scratch, it will be an unforgettable experience!

OUR FAVOURITE FUN SPORTS:

ClubDorf

Gruppe:
moderne, edle Logos
- hochwertige Gestaltung
- hohe Kundenerwartung
- Qualität
- professionell
- frisch

- Favorit: oben
(Idee Verbung mehrerer 
unterschiedlicher Häuser)
Edelweiss = Berge
Häuser symbolisieren Verbund
stilisierte Berge / Alpen
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CANYONING – CLIMB, SWIM AND SLIDE

Our fantastic landscape boasts a number of canyons and ravines, ready to be explored 
by you. There is the picturesque Rosengartenschlucht in Imst, Kronburg castle in Lan-
deck and last but not least the Area47 at the beginning of the Ötztal valley waiting for 
you. Join tours with qualified guides and rent the best equipment to make the most of it, 
for example at the Sportcamp Tirol in Landeck: www.sportcamptirol.at

RAFTING AND KAYAKING

Rafting is a team sport. Face the challenge together, after all you are all in the same 
boat. An experienced guide leads you through rapids and rocks in icy water. Kayaking 
is a fun alternative you should definitely try out.
Popular tours are organised in and around Landeck on the Inn river or in the Ötztal 
valley. If you fancy a real kick, get onto Europe‘s most famous adventure tour through 
a canyon in Imst. More information and equipment is available on www.sportcamptirol.
at or www.rafting-oetztal.at.

PARAGLIDING

Looking across our countless peaks and marvellous valleys, many wish they could 
spread their wings and take off. Sailing across lush meadows and fields, cristal-
clear streams and sharp mountain edges, taking in the colours of the horizon as 
you are approaching it ... Who wouldn‘t love to do it? Whether you are dreaming 
of paragliding, panorama flights or thermal soaring – visit www.ischgl-paragleiten.
com to make it come true! 

CLIMBING AND BOULDERING

For all those who aim high there are bouldering centres, high rope challenge courses 
and other climbing facilities. The difficulty levels range from 2 to 8+ and therefore offer 
a challenge for every ability. Try out the fixed rope routes with difficulty levels from A – D 
or the walls the Area47 at the beginning of the Ötztal valley has to offer. If the weather 
is not ideal, visit the indoor climbing and bouldering walls at the Alpinarium in Galtür, 
the arl.rock in St. Anton or the climbing centre in Imst. Still not enough? There are high 
rope challenging courses in Ischgl and the Area47.


